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1 Introduction

1.1 Model-driven software engineering

Software engineering practice has several long-standing challenges, due to its inherent and ever
increasing complexity. The mitigation of risks due to misunderstood requirements (which later
evolve into expensive design errors, whose detection and Vxing cost increases exponentially as
development progresses) needs to be addressed by raising the level of abstraction to concepts
that aid the direct involvement of domain experts in the development process. To achieve this,
technology has to progress beyond today’s error prone and ad-hoc practices to increase reuse-
ability and traceability across the entire development toolchain and software lifecycle.

To answer these challenges, the model-driven software development (MDSD) paradigm is
based on the idea that the developer should work with high abstraction level models during
most of the development cycle, and the rest of the work should be assisted by automated tools,
to reduce error-prone manual work. Source code should be generated to minimize the amount
of business logic that is outside of the scope of modeling, and is only represented by handwritten
code. Additionally, the abstract models should also be used to enhance the overall quality of the
product, by supporting early design analysis using formal and semi-formal techniques [VP03]
such as model checking, static analysis and model-based test generation.

Motivated to progress beyond UML’s focus on documentation, the Object Management
Group (OMG) issued the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [MDA01] standard. MDA is essen-
tially an approach to model-based software development utilizing OMG’s Wagship technologies,
UML, theMeta Object Facility (MOF), XMLMetadata Interchange (XMI), and the CommonWare-
house Metamodel (CWM). MDA provides a template for model-driven development processes
and summarizes best practices and design patterns.

MDA emphasizes the clear distinction between Platform Independent Models (PIM) and Plat-
form SpeciVc Models (PSM), thus, software development in MDA is envisioned as a three-step
process. First, the Platform Independent Model is designed, which uses modeling concepts which
are not platform speciVc. The second step is to generate a Platform SpeciVc Model (PSM), which
contains additional UML models, and represents a deployment/conVguration of the system un-
der design that is to run on the target platform. The transitions between PIM and PSM are
facilitated using automated model transformation technology. Finally, application code is gen-
erated from the Platform SpeciVc Model.

Model transformations in MDA Model transformation plays a key role in the overall process
of MDA. The aim of model transformation is to carry out automated translations within and be-
tween modeling languages. By horizontal model transformations, information can be propagated
within models on the same level of abstraction (e.g. model synchronization between PIM as-
pects), moreover, automated transformation tools also provide support for writing vertical trans-
lations that cross abstraction level boundaries (e.g. PIM-to-PSM mappings). These mappings
are used in a wide spectrum of applications, e.g. for code generation, to map system models
into mathematical domains for early analysis, various model management tasks such as model
versioning, model migration, support for model-based test generation, model composition and
well-formedness checking, and reverse engineering of source code into high level models.

Domain-SpeciVc Modeling Despite the debate about the strengths and weaknesses of UML
and MDA, industrial practice has proven that modeling can bring signiVcant business advan-
tages to those who master it [FC04]. One of the leading trends in model-centric development
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today is the usage of domain-speciVc modeling languages (DSMLs) that are analogous to domain-
speciVc languages (such as SQL) in the sense that in contrast to a general-purpose language,
they are suited to express the notions of a focused problem domain much more precisely (on
the expense that they are not well suited for usage in other domains). The origins of domain-
speciVc languages can be traced back to the specialized programming languages of the 1960’s
and 70’s, and the more recent initiatives of intentional programming and aspect-oriented pro-
gramming, but the key emphasis in today’s DSM technology is that modern tools are directed
towards domain experts rather than programmers.

Thus, the main advantage of DSMLs over UML is the ability to capture domain knowledge
concisely, at the right level of abstraction, so that domain experts can be directly involved in the
development process. Moreover, domain-speciVc models have precise semantics (as their focus
on the problem domain is tighter, such semantics are usually easier to specify than for general-
purpose languages), and are thus well suited for automated processing and code generation.
DSM is a top-down and vertical approach: instead of trying to create high abstraction level
"interfaces" to source code, it gives the designer the freedom to use structures and logic that
is speciVc to the target application domain, and thus, completely independent of programming
language concepts and syntax. Early design analysis can also be more focused by exploiting
domain-speciVc abstractions.

1.1.1 Domain-speciVc modeling languages in model-driven software engineering

In practical systems engineering, DSM concepts are frequently combined with other practices
such as the MDA. A typical adaptation pattern is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Domain-speciVc modeling and model transformations

Here, domain engineers capture the core constructs of the system under design by using
visual design environments oUering rich visual editors tailored to the speciVc application do-
main. These visual (and textual) languages specify various (inter-dependent) design aspects of
the platform-independent model (PIM) and they may rely on standardized, general-purpose lan-
guages such as UML and UML proVles, and also on custom-made DSMLs specialized for the
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needs of the organization or the concrete system-under design itself.
The information contained in this complex PIM is then further processed along the develop-

ment chain. Instead of a single family of PSMs, various intermediate models may be used (which
are frequently DSMs) that represent various stages and aspects of development (such as anal-
ysis models for early veriVcation by formal methods, test models, deployment conVgurations,
architecture prototype models, low-level models of source code to be generated etc). Finally,
deployment artefacts and source code is generated from these low-level models.

1.1.2 Language engineering in development processes

Nowadays, modern development tools are increasingly used, aside from developing the target
application itself, also for creating auxiliaries, plug-ins and generators that aid agile development
and later re-use. Thus, while DSMLs provide great Wexibility for rapid software development, the
main challenge of their application is the diXculty and expensiveness of language engineering
that becomes part of the software development process.

Even though nowadays there are plenty of ready-made DSMLs available (some of which
have been recognized as international industry standards, such as SysML, AADL, AUTOSAR,
and UML-MARTE in embedded software development, or BPEL, BPMN2 and SoaML in service-
oriented business systems engineering, to name a fewwell-known examples), in many cases they
are not a perfect Vt for a particular software development problem. In such cases, DSMLs have
to be developed or customized using language engineering tools such as the Eclipse Modeling
Framework (EMF) [EMF] toolchain.

Such language engineering frameworks (e.g. [GME, LLMC04, Mic]) are used to create pro-
totype modeling environments rapidly, and then to develop prototypes into fully featured de-
velopment tools that can be integrated into complete toolchains. These tools, often integrated
into development environments (such as Eclipse, in the case of EMF and its counterpart, the
Graphical Modeling Framework [GMF]), have various degrees of support to traditional aspects
of language engineering such as:

• Concrete syntax, to specify the human interface of the language (graphical or textual no-
tation).

• Abstract syntax that maps the symbols of the language to the underlying (metamodeling)
framework.

• Mappings between representations specify how abstract and concrete syntax models are
interconnected and synchronized. The Wexibility of the mapping technology has an el-
ementary impact on the abstraction capabilities of the DSML, as it determines e.g. how
much of the information contained in the abstract model can/has to be represented in the
human-readable form.

• Well-formedness rules, which augment the abstract syntax to express more complicated,
domain-speciVc constraints on the models.

• Dynamic semantics (for simulation) that specify behavioral aspects of DSML. Advanced
environments, which support the in-design execution of such rules, enable designers to
visualize the system-under-design as it is being executed (simulated).

1.2 Challenges

Unfortunately, despite the signiVcant investment of research and development eUort into state-
of-the-art industrial language engineering tools (e.g. EMF has been around since 2003, with
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numerous major releases), language engineering remains an expensive, time-consuming and
many times cumbersome development task that requires special skills [DAR06].

Interestingly – and analogously to the situation with MDA –, one of the key areas, where
industrial DSM technology also falls short, is the lack of easy-to-use model transformations. As a
result, DSML-based development tools created with language engineering frameworks are static
and closed in the following sense:

• While most tools have advanced support for writing code generators, it is non-trivial
to integrate models into a library of other modeling languages – in many cases, ad-hoc
technologies (operating on low-level XML representations) are used for this purpose. Such
solutions are very hard to re-use.

• In many cases, they have limited abstraction capabilities between abstract and con-
crete representations (this is especially true of wide-spread graphical DSMLs based on
the GMF); which limits the usability of graphical languages.

• Language engineers have to learn complicated languages such as OCL in order to specify
even simple well-formedness constraints that cannot be expressed in the abstract syntax
speciVcation language (metamodel). This frequently leads to the omission of such con-
straints from end products, and has a serious impact on the quality of the tool.

• Many DSMLs are restricted to static system modeling, as it is challenging to create dy-
namic languages that incorporate behavioral aspects since the language prototyping tool
rarely provides easy-to-use means to animate and/or simulate the models directly, within
the modeling environment. While there are excellent dedicated tools for dynamic lan-
guages (e.g. MATLAB), in many cases they prove to be too expensive or complicated to
use for a simple DSML prototype.

In current DSML tools, language engineering aspects related to model processing are covered
by heterogeneous and isolated formalisms and mechanisms, which vary greatly from one tool to
the other. Thus, customizable features or extensions depend either on the public programming
interface or on the export-import facilities, and there is no end-to-end approach that covers
integration aspects such as mappings between languages, model simulation support for dynamic
analysis, or eXcient evaluation of complex constraints. These are all hindering factors in DSML
adaptation, since they considerably raise development costs.

In this thesis, I argue that model transformation technology can be adapted to the speciVc
needs of domain-speciVc modeling language engineering, in order to provide support for ad-
vanced design aspects, which may signiVcantly improve the capabilities of custom-built tools
and reduce the required eUort at the same time.

• Challenge 1: Lack of a uniform approach to multi-domain modeling. Domain-speciVc
language engineering frameworks are focused on the development of a single language, or
a family comprised of loosely connected languages. Mappings between identical or similar
concepts (that may be present in multiple domains at the same time) are diXcult to specify
and maintain consistently. As most modeling environments are statically typed, model
objects that represent information relevant in multiple domains (system model views)
have to be replicated, which raises consistency and redundancy issues.

• Challenge 2: Limitations of abstract and concrete syntax representation in domain-
speciVc modeling language engineering frameworks. State-of-the-art visual modeling
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language engineering technology imposes limitations on how abstract and concrete syn-
tax models are represented. In simplistic cases (e.g. MetaEdit+ [MEP]), these two model
representations are connected by direct one-to-one links. In more advanced such as the
GMF, abstract and concrete syntax models are stored in two distinct modeling layers,
however there is a complicated synchronization mechanism between the two, limiting
the ability of the designer to (i) create an arbitrary concrete syntax representation for a
(pre-existing) language, or (ii) design a more complex abstract syntax for a given visual
language. In practice, this reduces the scalability and usability of domain-speciVc model-
ing languages, especially as DSMLs are growing larger and more complex.

• Challenge 3: Lack of integrated and generic support for the speciVcation and execution
of design-time, interactive simulation, parameterized by the behavioral semantics of
the language. Traditional DSM language engineering frameworks lack support for the
speciVcation and design-time execution of dynamic semantics. Even though many model
transformation tools may be used as alternatives or complementary technologies to dedi-
cated model simulation tools, they are not intrinsically targeted at language engineering,
so they are typically used as complementaries to DSM frameworks. This raises integra-
tion issues which is ultimately a prohibiting factor in the rapid prototyping of dynamic
languages.

• Challenge 4: Lack of techniques to specify reactions to complex model changes in incre-
mental transformations. As DSMLs are interactive tools where the models are constantly
changing, the adaptation of automated model transformation techniques to support ad-
vanced DSMLs are currently limited by a lack of support for the transparent detection
and processing of model changes. While incremental model transformations (e.g. model
synchronization) can be implemented using state-of-the-art tools, these only support the
processing of elementary model changes (or heavily rely on extensive traceability models
to calculate changes that are to be processed). Furthermore, the detection of changes relies
on customized (user interface, or tool-speciVc) functionality, so generic change processing
transformations are not feasible.

• Challenge 5: No built-in support for incremental model synchronization and incremen-
tal code generation. Even if complemented with state-of-the-art model transformations
as auxiliary technology, language engineering environments lack facilities for the seam-
less integration of transformations to facilitate advanced features such as incremental,
on-the-Wy model synchronization or incremental code generation.

These research challenges have been motivated by practical challenges in tool integration,
which is a key problem area in development projects that are carried out in heterogenous
software environments. These problems are magniVed in model-driven software development
workWows, where a lot of semantic information needs to be propagated through a toolchain
consisting of many complex domain-speciVc languages and tools.

2 Research method and new results

In order to reduce the costs of tool integration eUorts, I have focused my research on the inte-
grative applications of model transformations. The extension of Viatra2 model transformations
[VIA] to event-driven, eXcient change processing (Thesis 1) opened up new possibilities for ad-
vanced language engineering features in domain-speciVc modeling languages (Thesis 2). These
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advanced DSMLs and model transformation techniques could then be applied to practical appli-
cations in tool integration problems (Thesis 3).

2.1 Event-driven model transformations

As previous practical experience has shown, transformations used as a supporting infrastructure
for advanced language engineering features required a novel execution approach, diUerent from
standard batch-style programs. Thus, I surveyed the literature on event-driven graph transfor-
mations and found that existing approaches [GdL07, MFF+06] of the time were limited by two
assumptions: they relied on (i) special traceability models that represented an event (a model-
speciVc notion of event), and (ii) external support from the tool environment to create these
models when an event has been registered (an environment-speciVc detection of events).

In order to overcome these limitations, I elaborated the generalised concept of event-driven
graph transformations, based on the incremental graph pattern matching approach [22] that
has been developed at our research group during 2006-2007, and sharing motivational concepts
with live transformations proposed by [HLR06]. As the central concept, I deVned events as
aggregated changes in the match set of a graph pattern, which is independent of modeling
languages and the execution environment. I elaborated an event-driven transformation language
based on the Viatra2 language for graph triggers, and also proposed execution semantics [20].
The implementation of this approach became the live transformation engine of the Viatra2
model transformation framework.

Thesis 1 I proposed a novel execution scheme for graph transformations (Challenge 4). Live
transformations specify event-driven transformation rules, which, in contrast to batch-like tra-
ditional transformations, run continuously, and react to changes in the model on-the-Wy.

1.1 I deVned the concepts for event-driven graph transformations based on incremental pattern
matching [20]. By this approach, changes of the model graph are detected by changing
graph pattern match sets. Model transformation actions can make use of the delta of
the match set, i.e. the exact speciVcation of the model elements aUected and the kind of
change (creation, deletion, value update).

1.2 I deVned execution semantics for event-driven graph transformations [7], based on event-
condition-action formulas and a queue automaton model.

1.3 I elaborated a graph transformation-based language for event-driven transformations [20,7,4]),
by adapting event-condition-action formulas. This speciVcation language is based on the
model transformation language of the Viatra2 framework, and provides a formal ap-
proach for deVning graph triggers as the basic units of event-driven live graph transfor-
mations.

1.4 Based on the transformation language and its execution semantics, I proposed eXcient im-
plementation techniques and a software framework for event-driven graph transformations. I
veriVed the eXciency of the implementation using benchmarking techniques ([21,6]). The
prototype implementation is part of the Viatra2 framework ([17,7]).

Successive collaborative research ([4,2]) has extensively used these foundations. The imple-
mentation of the event-driven transformation framework was carried out jointly with András
Ökrös, who was an MSc student under my supervision. The incremental graph pattern matcher
is part of the PhD work of Gábor Bergmann.

The results of Thesis 1 are presented in Chapter 5 of the dissertation.
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2.2 Automatic model transformations in domain-speciVc languages

Based on the feature survey that I had carried out [35] and my experience with existing lan-
guage engineering frameworks for visual modeling languages around 2004-2005, I designed (in
collaboration with Dávid Vágó) a novel language engineering framework for domain-speciVc
visual modeling languages, called ViatraDSM. The main design guidelines of this framework
were derived from the weaknesses observed in state-of-the-art approaches, and the approach
speciVcally targeted two key challenges: (i) the complete separation of concrete and abstract
syntax representations, generalizing the previously existing techniques [MFF+06]; (ii) high level
support for advanced language-engineering aspects such as on-the-Wy constraint evaluation and
model simulation based on discrete event systems [SV08].

ViatraDSM was conceived to be a highly Wexible and extensible stand-alone framework and
a domain-speciVc front-end to the Viatra2 modelspace. For this purpose, a meta-metamodel
(or core metamodel) has been designed for both abstract and concrete syntax representations
separately and a plugin-based infrastructure for language-speciVc extensions. Additionally, Vi-
atraDSM supports graph transformations directly on domain-speciVc models using the underly-
ing Viatra2 engine. Similar architectural and metamodeling concepts have been later adapted
for the Graphical Modeling Framework [GMF], the mainstream visual language engineering
technology of Eclipse, with the exception of integrated transformation support.

Thesis 2 I developed a domain-speciVc modeling environment, which is based on the inte-
grated model transformation approach. It provides high-level support for the speciVcation of
language design aspects (arbitrary abstract-concrete syntax synchronization, static well-formedness
checking, model execution/animation and model translations) inside the modeling environment.

2.1 I developed multi-aspect modeling for domain-speciVc languages through a uniform mod-
elspace [19] (Challenge 1), where both the meta- and instance models for multiple domain-
speciVc modeling languages can be persisted, allowing for viewing the same instance
models from diUerent domain-speciVc perspectives. I also developed a common map-
ping meta-metamodel for visual domain-speciVc modeling languages, which allows Wex-
ible correspondence models between abstract and concrete syntax representations [29,7]
(Challenge 2). These results are presented in Chapter 3.

2.2 I elaborated a technique for the complete separation of abstract and concrete syntax of
domain-speciVc modeling languages (Challenge 2) based on generic event-driven model
transformations [7,23,24]. These results are discussed in Chapter 6.

2.3 I developed a novel approach for the design-time simulation of visual domain-speciVc mod-
els [23,28,27,19] (Challenge 3) based on simulation rules speciVed by an enabledness con-
dition (speciVed by a graph pattern) and an execution step (speciVed by graph transfor-
mation rules), to provide high-level support for debugging the dymanic semantics of exe-
cutable domain-speciVc languages within the editing environment itself. These results are
presented in Chapter 7.

2.4 I proposed eXcient implementation techniques to all of the above results, which are avail-
able in the ViatraDSM tool [26]. I veriVed the eXciency of these implementation techniques
using benchmarks [21,6,17,11], discussed in Chapter 7 of the dissertation.

The original, preliminary version of the DSM simulator in ViatraDSM (which provided the
motivation for my work) has been developed by Dávid Vágó.
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2.3 Tool integration based on change-driven transformations

Change-driven transformations. While graph transformation triggers provided a novel and
straightforward technique of formalizing and executing live transformations, novel practical ap-
plications in tool integration necessitated to execute these transformations in an asynchronous
manner, e.g. to propagate changes between models that are not directly accessible in the mem-
ory of the transformation engine (as formulated in Challenge 5). Thus, as an extension and
generalization of the original event-driven approach, I developed the concept of change-driven
transformations (CDTs) [15]. By this approach, events are represented by serialized change his-
tory models, and change processing can be executed independently of the actual occurrence of
events. These techniques have been used for incremental code generation (change propaga-
tion to deployed process models) in the MOGENTES project (see details on tool integration
work below). Additionally, CDTs also provide the basis for research work conducted in the
SecureChange project.

Tool integration. As a contribution towards the practical and industrial application of my
research results, I applied both the event-driven transformation technology and the domain-
speciVc language engineering framework in several European Union research projects. In the
context of the Sensoria EU FP6 project, I participated in the development of the SensoriaDevel-
opment Environment (SDE) [3], a model-driven tool integration [KLN04] framework intended
for the seamless integration of development and early analysis tools in the Eclipse environment.
I developed the Viatra2 integration modules as an approach for parametrizing and invoking
graph transformations through an abstract interface. I also designed and developed remote
invocation support to allow the SDE to scale to distributed architectures; this feature was very
important later on when we applied the SDE again to tool integration in the MOGENTES project.

In the MOGENTES project, we developed our tool integration technology further. I de-
signed a modeling framework for the precise speciVcation of tool integration workWows (in co-
operation with several members of our research group), and applied the change-driven transfor-
mation concept to facilitate the on-the-Wy manipulation of deployed workWow models to enable
the rapid prototyping of tool integration processes. The ViatraDSM framework was used as a
supporting environment for the workWow design toolkit.

In all, new applied research results in tool integration have been achieved based on all of
my foundational research results (including domain-speciVc language prototypes, incremental
transformations and change-driven transformations).

Thesis 3 I proposed the novel concept of change-driven transformations (CDTs), which oper-
ate on changes (represented as serialized change models or event objects) and decoupled host
models, in order to allow asynchronous change propagation between non-materialized models.
I applied this technology to non-intrusive incremental code generation, in the context of a novel
model-based tool integration framework, where transformations can be used transparently as
co-operating services. Information transfer between automated and semi-automated activities
is facilitated using CDTs.

3.1 I developed the concept of change-driven transformations (CDTs) [15], which operate on
changes (represented as serialized change models or event objects) and weakly refer-
enced host models, in order to allow asynchronous change propagation between non-
materialized models.

3.2 I proposed new implementation techniques and a software framework for event-driven
and non-intrusive incremental code generation (Challenge 5), where changes are propa-
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gated to non-materialized (deployed) models [4]. I elaborated a metamodeling framework
for creating change history reference models, which represent atomic and complex changes
applicable to both materialized and external host models.

3.3 I proposed eXcient implementation techniques for remote service invocation in the Sen-
soriaDevelopment Environment (SDE) [3], a tool integration framework developed within
the context of the SENSORIA EU FP6 research project.

3.4 Based on the SDE, I proposed an extended implementation architecture for a model-based
tool integration framework [16,1], where transformations can be used transparently as
co-operating services to create transformation chains. Information transfer between au-
tomated and semiautomated activities is facilitated using change-driven model transfor-
mations.

3.5 I applied the incremental code generation approach to a custom domain-speciVc process
description language. I elaborated a model-based framework for capturing development
workWows, based on standardised modeling languages (SPEM, EPF, and jPDL) [16]. I de-
veloped code synchronization methods between high level process descriptions and a low-
level executable jPDL representation deployed on the jBoss jBPM application server [15,4].

The results of theses 3.1, 3.2 and 3.5 are discussed in Chapter 8, while the results of 3.3 and
3.4 are discussed in Chapter 9 with Appendix C giving a detailed overview of the SDE.

The development of the Sensoria Development Environment is a joint eUort that has been
coordinated by Philip Mayer at the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München. The remote ser-
vice invocation feature has been developed in collaboration with Ádám Horváth, who was an
MSc student under my supervision. Several members of the Fault Tolerant Systems Research
Group contributed to extended tool integration framework for the MOGENTES project.

3 Applications of new results

In this section, I overview the practical applications of the results of my research.

3.1 The event-driven transformation engine of Viatra2

The Vrst version of the event-driven transformation engine of Viatra2 has been developed in
co-operation with two MSc students under my supervision, András Ökrös and Gábor Bergmann.
Their work won the Vrst prize at the ScientiVc Students’ Association contest (Tudományos
Diákköri Konferencia in Hungarian) of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering at the Budapest
University of Technology and Economics in 2007, and again a Vrst prize at the nationwide com-
petition in 2009 (the report was co-supervised with Gergely Varró and Dániel Varró).

The results of this work are part of the oXcial Viatra2 Eclipse.org distribution as of Release
3 [VIA]. As such, it has been applied in various projects at our research group, ranging from
research prototypes, tool integration (Sensoria FP6 and MOGENTES FP7 EU projects [16]), and
change impact analysis (in the SecureChange FP7 EU project [4]). This framework also provides
the technological foundations to the newest version of ViatraDSM, as well as shares concepts
and code with the constraint satisfaction solver engine [HV09] of Viatra2 (which has been used
in the DIANA EU FP6 project [HVS10]).
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3.2 ViatraDSM

The results of my thesis have been implemented in ViatraDSM, an oXcial add-on to the Viatra2
release. A number of prototype domain-speciVc modeling languages (such as the tool integration
scenario description language for the MOGENTES project, or multiple DSMLs for stochastic
simulation at the University of Leicester) have been implemented using this tool.

3.3 Tool integration in the Sensoria and MOGENTES EU research projects

The Sensoria Development Environment (SDE) has been developed in co-operation with the
project partners, especially the team lead by Philip Mayer at the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität
München. Our contributions (remote invocation support) have been developed in cooperation
with Ádám Horváth, who was an MSc student under my supervision. Ádám has summarized his
work in a ScientiVc Students’ Association report (TDK), and won the third prize at the Faculity
conference in 2008.

The SDE – and its modiVed and extended versions – have been used throughout the Sen-
soria and later MOGENTES EU research projects by academic and industrial partners around
Europe. This research has focused on generating conVguration and deployment descriptions
for web services based on high-level requirement models (Sensoria) and automated test suite
generation and test execution in embedded systems (MOGENTES).

3.4 Model simulation based on stochastic graph transformations

A collaborative research project between our research group and the group of Prof. Reiko Heckel
at the University of Leicester has been started in 2009, as part of the Sensoria project. The goal
of this project is to develop a high performance stochastic graph transformation-based simulator,
named VIATRA-GraTS [14]. The incremental event-driven technology elaborated in my thesis
has been used in this tool. GraTS has since been applied to the simulation of peer-to-peer VoIP
networks [12], and used in the MSc-PhD education programme at the University of Leicester.

3.5 EMF-IncQuery

In joint co-operative research targeting broader industrial applications of our technology, the
Viatra2 team has adapted the incremental pattern matcher ([22,21]) to be used on EMF models,
a de-facto standard of model-based development tools. EMF-INCQuery [11] provides an eXcient
application platform for the results of all of my theses.
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